USS SELEYA - 9811.15

Host G_Rash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host G_Rash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO-Starr says:
::returning to her office after coming back from the planet::

XO_Pang says:
@On planet with CTO, MO, Counsellor and G_Rash::

CO_Peters says:
::Sat in the command chair::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: Come to my office please.

OPS_Blace says:
::At OPS, Trying to figure out what the "freighter" if doing::

CO_Peters says:
*XO*: Report

XO_Pang says:
@CTO:  Mr. Cruzer - what can you tell us about that ship signature?
 
Host G_Rash says:
@::moves off, sniffing, following the trail that the raiders had left::  They went this way!!!!

FCOMallor says:
::scratches head::

EO_Bolith says:
::in jefferies tubes running diagnostics on eps taps by starboard thrusters::

MO_Jamen says:
@::shuffles feet::

Host G_Rash says:
@::crashes through brush, disappearing from sight::

CMO-Starr says:
<Sek>: *CMO*: Aye Ma’am, on my way.

CMO-Starr says:
::Sek enters Troi's office::

XO_Pang says:
@COM: *Seleya* CO: We may have evidence of a ship visiting .... will report when more known ::follows G_Rash::

OPS_Blace says:
Mall: Any leads?

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Acknowledged.  Keep me apprised

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Sir, do you require my presence on the bridge?

XO_Pang says:
@AT: Come on ... we need to keep up with G_Rash ...

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as Sek enters her office::

FCOMallor says:
Blace: not yet....

CO_Peters says:
*CMO*:  Yes Commander

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: Anything on what sort of ship landed here yet?

CTOCruzer says:
@XO: It looks to be a small sub-light speed ship

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Captain, may I suggest that we contact the "freighter"?

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Status of that freighter?

FCOMallor says:
Blace: I’m gonna need a drink after this shift....

Host G_Rash says:
@::keeps crashing through the brush, sounds growing fainter to the AT::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: Thankyou ::thinks furiously as she attempts to catch up with G_Rash::

CMO-Starr says:
*CO*: Aye Sir, on my way. Starr out.

OPS_Blace says:
CO: They are orbiting the planet, they've just destroyed our probe.

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: I need you to take over in sickbay.  I am going to the bridge.

OPS_Blace says:
Mall: My treat.

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Hail them.  Let's see what they are up to

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  ::shouting:: Please slow down .... we may have discovered something here

CMO-Starr says:
::leaves her office headed to the bridge::

OPS_Blace says:
:: Hails the freighter::

CMO-Starr says:
TL: Bridge

EO_Bolith says:
*Bolitho to Mallory*

FCOMallor says:
Blace: your a genius..... ::smiles and looks at his console::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::sailing looking for candidates ::

FCOMallor says:
*EO* Mallory here.. what’s up?

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Seleya : Yes ? What can I do for you ?

XO_Pang says:
@MO: Are there DNA traces around the landing area of this shuttle?

CMO-Starr says:
::enters the bridge:: CO: Sir, Starr reporting as ordered.

OPS_Blace says:
::Looks up at the screen::

CO_Peters says:
COM: Jones:  I am Captain Peters of the USS Seleya.  What is your business in this sector?

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: scanning ma’am

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Take the XO seat Commander

CTOCruzer says:
@::Continues to scan the location of the ships landing spot::

XO_Pang says:
@::realising she can not keep up with the big lizard - slows down::

EO_Bolith says:
*FCO* Do you want to check out that starboard thruster I think I have solved the problem with the EPS taps?

MO_Jamen says:
@::scans the air::

CMO-Starr says:
::listens as the CO contacts a ship::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Sir ::moves over and sits down::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Peters: I am just plying my trade, interplanetary salvage and repair

XO_Pang says:
@COM: *Seleya* CO: It seems a small shuttle may have landed here - and Mr. G_Rash has disappeared into the distance - at speed!

FCOMallor says:
*EO* okie... on it now...  stand back!  hehe

CO_Peters says:
COM: Jones: Have you landed your ship recently?

FCOMallor says:
::taps his console::  hm.........

CO_Peters says:
OPS: <W> Scan the ship.  See if it has been on the surface

CMO-Starr says:
::mentally tunes in to the trader::

EO_Bolith says:
::moves away from EPS conduit::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Com: Peters: Not in about a fortnight

Host G_Rash says:
@ACTION:  A reptilian roar, full of anguish, sounds from the northwest

FCOMallor says:
*EO* bit sluggish...... but not bad....

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  See if you tell me if he is telling the truth

XO_Pang says:
@::hears the sound of something awful!::

OPS_Blace says:
::Scans the ship::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Yes Sir he is, but he is NOT telling the whole truth.

EO_Bolith says:
*FCO* I'LL get it up to 100% in the next minute or so!

CO_Peters says:
COM: Jones.  And which planet would that be?

FCOMallor says:
*EO* good... ::eyeing the freighter:: ....... might need it soon....

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Peters : That would have been my home world , Baranby

OPS_Blace says:
CO: It has not sir. He is telling the truth about that.

XO_Pang says:
@AT: OK - we need to find out about that ..... let's try to find G_Rash .... that sounded bad!

CO_Peters says:
::Nods at OPS::

EO_Bolith says:
::moves in with tricorder scanning FCO Mallory recent manoeuvres,::

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: ma’am there is some DNA here

XO_Pang says:
@COM: *Seleya* It seems that G_Rash may be in trouble ..... we are going to try to assist

EO_Bolith says:
::makes a few adjustments::

EO_Bolith says:
*FCO* try it now!

XO_Pang says:
@MO: Record it and come with us now Mr. Jamen

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Peters: Need any assistance ? ::grins evilly ::

FCOMallor says:
::tries again:: *EO brilliant.... just make sure you leave an engineering kit near it   hehe

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: yes ma’am

CO_Peters says:
COM: Jones:  Very well.  We are having problems with raiders in this sector.  Keep your scanners peeled.  And no thank you.  Seleya out.

OPS_Blace says:
::Tries to scan the inside of the vessel::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: Full precautionary guard please Mr. Cruzer ::as she runs towards the noise::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Can you lock onto G'Rash

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::Sighs and goes back to his sensors ::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Yes, but it is some what distorted.

CMO-Starr says:
CO: I get the distinct impression he knows what is going on in this area Sir.

EO_Bolith says:
*FCO*  don't thank me thank CEO Davies he knew where the problem was I just fixed it

CO_Peters says:
TO:  Keep that ship on sensors.  If it does anything peculiar I want to know.

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Did you sense anything else from him?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Captain, I think we should ask the vessel about our probe.

FCOMallor says:
*EO* ill have to buy him a drink sometime.... you too though. you still fixed it....

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::hears an emergency beacon a few L/Ys away and departs at Warp ::

CTOCruzer says:
@::Catches up to XO::

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Thanks for the advice, but I'll leave it at that for the time being

MO_Jamen says:
@::run after the XO::

FCOMallor says:
::watches as the shuttle warps out ::   what the....

XO_Pang says:
@::approaching where the noise came from ...... hopes nothing too bad has happened .... what will she see::

CMO-Starr says:
CO: He knows what is going on, but I sense he really doesn't want to get involved, unless he can profit from it ::grins::

Host G_Rash says:
@::enters a cave, roaring::

EO_Bolith says:
*FCO* fair enough, let me know if it acts up again. Bolitho out

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir the ship is leaving at warp.

FCOMallor says:
CO: do we pursue?

CO_Peters says:
OPS: Keep it on scanners as long as possible

MO_Jamen says:
@::comes up behind the XO::

EO_Bolith says:
::crawls out of jefferies tubes::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye sir.

OPS_Blace says:
::Tries to mark its course::

XO_Pang says:
@::sees G_Rash disappear into a cave ... he seems to be full of fight::

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Could be

EO_Bolith says:
::heads for engineering::

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: what do we do now Ma’am??

XO_Pang says:
@AT: Wait - I am not going blindly into some cave .... will report in

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Peters: If I see anything of them I will call you , but I have a prospective client now

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Also sense that Kay Lee is having a hard time keeping up with the Kilaran ::whispering:: She really shouldn't be on these away missions in her conditions sir.

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Noted.  We'll discuss that at a later time.

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Aye Sir

Host G_Rash says:
@::finds the lair, and checks it out, looking for signs of damage, breathing a sigh to find the family plot is still safe::

XO_Pang says:
@COM*CO*: Our host has disappeared into a cave yelling like the very devil ..... will follow - but carefully

EO_Bolith says:
::arrives in engineering, heads for the engineers duty console::

CO_Peters says:
COM:  Jones:  Understood Captain.

CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Be careful Kay Lee.  Does it look like a trap?

XO_Pang says:
@AT:  Can anyone give me an idea of what this cave is?  Home? Hideout?  Trap?

CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Scan the cave near the Commander's location.

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: should we raise phasers ma’am??

CTOCruzer says:
@::Scan the area around the cave::

XO_Pang says:
@COM*CO*: We'll be careful Sir

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Perhaps, captain, we should send out a shuttle. He may lead us to the raiders, if it is important right now.

CO_Peters says:
::Worries a little, but tries not to let it show::

XO_Pang says:
@MO: Phasers on stun only Mr. Jamen

Host G_Rash says:
@::studies the cave, and sees areas to reinforce::  ::speaks to self::  They will not desecrate this place!

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: right ma’am

CMO-Starr says:
CO: Sir, I sense only the AT and the Kilaran in or near the cave.

CO_Peters says:
::Thinks about Blace's suggestion::

EO_Bolith says:
::moves to the master system display and monitors the starboard thruster and in particular the EPS taps around it ::

XO_Pang says:
@::calls out to G_Rash:: G_Rash:  Can we assist you Sir?

OPS_Blace says:
::Scanning:: CO: It is a cave that apparently has religious alters inside.

CO_Peters says:
CMO:  Take the FCO and a runabout and follow Jones.  See where he goes but don't engage in anything

Host G_Rash says:
@::ignores the calls::  I don't need them.............

CTOCruzer says:
@XO: The cave does seem to be safe

CMO-Starr says:
CO; Aye Sir. FCO: You're with me.

FCOMallor says:
::stands::

CMO-Starr says:
::head to TL waiting on the FCO:

FCOMallor says:
::nods and follows Starr::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO:  Then you and I will enter - Mr. Jamen .... please stay on guard and maintain contact with Seleya

Host G_Rash says:
@::climbs up to the ledge above, and rigs a safety::

CMO-Starr says:
TL: Shuttle Bay 3.

CO_Peters says:
OPS: Relay that information to the XO

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  Have I your permission to enter here Sir?

Host G_Rash says:
@::climbs down, and hides near a large rock, waiting for the intruders::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Hope you are good at keeping us hidden Mallory.

Host G_Rash says:
ACTION:  Silence greets Pang's call.

XO_Pang says:
@::scans the interior looking for G_Rash's lifesign::

FCOMallor says:
Starr: my speciality  ::grins::

CMO-Starr says:
::exits the TL and enters the shuttle bay::

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: Are you injured Sir?  May we assist you - we intend to come in

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: yes ma’am

CMO-Starr says:
FCO: Let's do it  ::grins::

Host G_Rash says:
@::silence::

FCOMallor says:
::looking forward to this::

OPS_Blace says:
*XO* FCO and CMO went to follow the Freighter out of the system.

XO_Pang says:
@::shrugs shoulders:: CTO : Extreme caution ::walks carefully into the cave ::

FCOMallor says:
::enters the runabout::

CMO-Starr says:
::follows the FCO into the craft::

CTOCruzer says:
@:: Enters Cave, slowly::

CMO-Starr says:
::sits in the chair next to the FCO::

FCOMallor says:
::starts PFC's and powers up the craft::

CMO-Starr says:
FCO ::grinning:: Ready when you are! Shall I com the CO?

XO_Pang says:
@::in cave ... looking around cautiously .... cannot see G_Rash::

FCOMallor says:
*bridge* permission to depart...

OPS_Blace says:
::Opens Shuttle bay doors and makes a clear path::

FCOMallor says:
::straps in::

CO_Peters says:
*FCO*:  Granted

FCOMallor says:
::powers up thrusters and begins procedures::

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: Sir - where are you? Can we assist?

OPS_Blace says:
::Sees Sarah Boeman take the Conn::

FCOMallor says:
::exits the shuttle bay and swing around::

CMO-Starr says:
%::loves to watch a good pilot::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: You take that side .... I will check the passage over here

Host G_Rash says:
@::still no response from G'Rash, but someone hears what might be a faint moan from a corner::

OPS_Blace says:
<Sarah> ::Turns to Blace:: Blace: Hey.

CTOCruzer says:
@XO: All right

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::starting to open negotiations with ship in distress ::

CO_Peters says:
::Hates having to wait, not know for sure what is happening::

MO_Jamen says:
@XO: are you alright (worried)

FCOMallor says:
%::prepares for warp::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: Someday, when you have some free time, would you consider coaching me at the helm?

XO_Pang says:
@*MO* We are fine ...but we cannot locate Mr. G_Rash ... report into Seleya please

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: it would be a pleasure...  the danuba class is very easy to pilot...

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: I am qualified to fly, but it has been awhile ::smiles::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%:::reaches an agreement ::

MO_Jamen says:
@COM: *Seleya* please respond;

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: Did you hear something?  Like a moan .... over there?

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: Are we coming at them from their blind side?

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Slave the conn to OPS

FCOMallor says:
%self: locking in co-ordinates.....

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::reverses ship relative to distressed vessel and opens pontoon Nacelles :::

CTOCruzer says:
@XO: I just heard it just farther up the cave

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: that’s the plan......

Host G_Rash says:
@::muffles self, hoping that they will go away, they should not be here, they may be the raiders..........::

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Put us behind the second moon, so we are undetectable from outside the system

CMO-Starr says:
%::sits back and enjoys the ride::

OPS_Blace says:
<Sarah> ::Gets up and goes off the bridge::

XO_Pang says:
@CTO: Then someone may be hurt .... guard my back - I am going to investigate further ::walks towards where she heard the sound::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::locks on with Tractors and starts to draw the vessel in ::

FCOMallor  (Warp.wav)

OPS_Blace says:
::Takes the ship around the moon::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: There she is on sensors, let's see what this character is up to.

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: Mr. G_Rash .... is that you? Are you injured?

MO_Jamen says:
@COM: *Seleya *please respond

CTOCruzer says:
@XO: Alright  ::gets phaser ready::

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: sensors to your console....

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Go ahead

Host G_Rash says:
@::turns, weapon raised, as Pang enters::  You desecrate our holy places!

XO_Pang says:
@::puzzled at no response from G_Rash::

Host G_Rash says:
@::fires::

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash ......::falls stunned::

EO_Bolith says:
::finishes monitoring the starboard thrusters with the change in orbit::

Host G_Rash says:
@::moves to Pang::  Nooo, I didn't mean to........  I'll take you to a safe place............

MO_Jamen says:
@COM: *CO* sir the XO and the CTO have gone in to the cave and it has been 10 minutes since there last communique

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Can you contact them?

CMO-Starr says:
%::senses distress from Kay Lee, then nothing::

XO_Pang says:
@::unconscious::

Host G_Rash says:
@:;drags the unconscious Pang away::

MO_Jamen says:
@COM:*CO* sir I just hear beam fire from the cave

EO_Bolith says:
::heads for the bridge::

CTOCruzer says:
@::quickly runs up to XO was stunned::

FCOMallor says:
Com: Seleya: this is the shuttle, we are proceeding as planned.....

Host CO_Peters says:
::Concern grows::

MO_Jamen says:
@*XO*: please respond

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, is the XO all right?

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Be careful.  But you're going to have to go in

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::Goes over to the ship and starts checking out what needs to be done ::

Host G_Rash says:
ACTION:  Cruzer finds only scuffles in the sand...........

FCOMallor says:
%::notices the concern in her face::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: Mallory, that is a salvage ship.  Look, she is taking in that wreck!

Host CO_Peters says:
COM: Starr:  Unknown, the MO heard phaser fire

EO_Bolith says:
::TL Bridge::

MO_Jamen says:
@COM: *CO* sir XO not responding request permission to go and check for casualties

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: what do you suggest?

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, I believe she is unconscious.

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Granted...but be careful

XO_Pang says:
@::being dragged painfully over rocks and such .... not good news for the baby::

EO_Bolith says:
::arrives at the bridge::

Host CO_Peters says:
COM: Starr:  Thanks.  I needed to hear that

MO_Jamen says:
@*CO* right sir

EO_Bolith says:
::heads for the engineering station::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: Let's watch for a little while longer, he may still not be what he appears to be.

CTOCruzer says:
@:: follows the scuffs in  the sand::

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Can you get locks on the AT?

MO_Jamen says:
@:walk s in to cave

Host G_Rash says:
@::tucks Pang away into a cavern cranny::

FCOMallor says:
%::keeping the ship carefully concealed::

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, I thought you should know.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%:::Makes a few adjustments and replaces a few critical parts ::

MO_Jamen says:
@*CTO* respond

XO_Pang says:
@::coming too slowly - no idea where she is - can smell reptile sorts of smells and does not like it much::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: No sir. The cave is confusing our sensors.

Host CO_Peters says:
COM: Starr:  Sorry Commander.  Just a little concerned, but yes I did need to know

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: That was not easy telling the Captain about the XO.

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Do what you can to clean it up.

Host G_Rash says:
@::makes sure all is well with Pang, and moves out to an observation post::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::goes back to his own ship ::

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: No problem Sir, I understand.

Host G_Rash says:
@::sits and watches::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: I will try, sir.

EO_Bolith says:
::begins readjusting ships sensors, putting a little power behind the sensor sweep::

XO_Pang says:
@::finds trouble in moving .... realises she is wedged into a corner::

MO_Jamen says:
@*CTO* please respond

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::begins transporting most of the cargo to his own vessel ::

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: trying to improve clarity of passive scans......

OPS_Blace says:
::Begins to adjust the frequency...no::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: What do you think?  Are we wasting our time here?

XO_Pang says:
@::hits comms badge: *CTO/MO*: I am uninjured ... but not sure where I am .... report please

MO_Jamen says:
@:tries to find XO

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: that’s cargo being transferred..... I’m sure of it....  analysing their offensive risk to the vessel....

CTOCruzer says:
@*MO* Get over now

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::releases the ship from tractors ::

MO_Jamen says:
@*XO* ma’am where are you

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, she is conscious again!  Shall I try and get through to her?

XO_Pang says:
@::wonders how she got wedged ....and where is G_Rash and the AT?::

MO_Jamen says:
@*CTO* please respond

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, ::smiles:: I know we already have two AT form the ship, but it might help if I or the entire ship, went away from the moon. It is distorting it even more.

Host CO_Peters says:
COM:  Starr: Yes

EO_Bolith says:
OPS: I have re-routed some additional power to the sensors, try push through the interference now

Host G_Rash says:
@::perched on ledge, waiting::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: Do you think that could be the relics we are looking for?

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM:RV: You should be able to get home now

OPS_Blace says:
EO: Thanks...trying now.

CTOCruzer says:
@*MO* Get over here, now

FCOMallor says:
%  yup... I sure do...   ::powers up phasers and engines, loads torps::

XO_Pang says:
@::starts to unwedge herself ... gently - hoping not to make noise that will bring anyone back::

Host CO_Peters says:
OPS:  Put the ship into whatever position is best for the transporters

OPS_Blace says:
::Trying again.:: EO: Almost. We just can't do it from here.

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir? Yes, sir.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%<RV> COM:RedWitch: Yep, but it cost us dear enough

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: At ease Mallory, we are here to observe.  Report you findings to the CO/

MO_Jamen says:
@*CTO* coming

EO_Bolith says:
OPS: ok I'll try another frequency!

XO_Pang says:
@::whispering into comms badge: *CTO* Can you trace me?

OPS_Blace says:
::Takes the ship out around from the moon, takes the sip back into orbit::

CMO-Starr says:
%~~~~Kay Lee, are you in danger, are you all right?!!!!

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: they have shields down, but we cant beam the relics off.... could knock them out... take out weapons and engines....

MO_Jamen says:
@::stand's beside the CTO

EO_Bolith says:
OPS: I’m sure it will work now ,try again

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::uses impulse to clear the repaired vessel ::

CTOCruzer says:
@:: finds were the scuffs in the sand end::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: No, report to the CO.

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: shoot. they are moving away...

MO_Jamen says:
CTO: what do we do now

XO_Pang says:
@::manages to wriggle free ..... stands up and scans for lifesigns::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::closes Nacelles to the "normal position "::

OPS_Blace says:
CO: The atmospheric storms are just to heavy.

FCOMallor says:
Com: Seleya: Captain, the freighter has the relics onboard, and they are about to discover us...

CTOCruzer says:
@*XO*I Think we are just outside were you are

MO_Jamen says:
@CTO: well???

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::Goes back to sensors ::

XO_Pang says:
@::finds G_Rash's lifesign .... and approaches it - cautiously::

Host CO_Peters says:
COM:  FCO:  Is that confirmed?

Host G_Rash says:
@::hide hackles, scales rising, as he senses an approach::

XO_Pang says:
@::clambers up behind G_Rash - who seems to be concentrating on others entering the area::

EO_Bolith says:
CO: we could take another shuttle down below the storm and try am emergency beam out then?

FCOMallor says:
Com: sel: yessir....

MO_Jamen says:
@::take out tricorder and scan around::

Host CO_Peters says:
EO:  I don't want anymore crew off the ship at the moment

CTOCruzer says:
@MO: Give me hand looking for her in the area

EO_Bolith says:
CO: aye sir

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Sir, should we com the vessel and ask to see his cargo?

XO_Pang says:
@::readies phaser and aims it at G_Rash:: G_Rash!  What are you doing ..... we came to help you .... and you fire at me!  Drop your weapon!

Host G_Rash says:
@::turns::  Woman!  Return to the place I put you; it is for your own good............

Host CO_Peters says:
*CMO*:  Yes, Commander

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: they will be able to see us in a mo.... when they do, they will raise shields....

XO_Pang says:
@*CTO/MO*: I am with Mr. G_Rash .... let Seleya know I am safe please

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%""studies sensors for more ships in distress ::

Host CO_Peters says:
*XO*:  Commander can you hear me?

CMO-Starr says:
COM: Vessel: This is Second Officer Starr.  We would like to come aboard your vessel.

MO_Jamen says:
@*COM: *Seleya please respond

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: We are not desecrators .... we are here to assist you

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*: Go ahead

FCOMallor says:
%::prepares to raise shields::

Host G_Rash says:
ACTION:  The rocks of the cavern play havoc with attempted communications to Pang

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Starr: Come aboard then and welcome , we are a bit crowded here

MO_Jamen says:
@*CO* sir the XO has contacted us and she is all right

XO_Pang says:
@::does not receive comm from Seleya::

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Thanks goodness.  What about G'Rash?

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: do we dock or beam?

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Thank you sir.  If you will give me the co-ordinates, I will beam aboard.

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: Put down that weapon ..... and calm down ..... we have found traces of those who interfered with your relics .... but you have to let us help you

MO_Jamen says:
@COM: *CO* apparently she is talking to Mr G’Rash now sir

CTOCruzer says:
@::Heads over to were the XO is::

Host CO_Peters says:
*MO*:  Noted

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%COM: Starr: Here you are ::sends co-ordinates ::

Host CO_Peters says:
::transmits co-ordinated to Starr::

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: I want you to stay here in case anything happens.  If it does, go immediately to the Seleya.  Understand Mallory?

FCOMallor says:
% I suggest beam... raise runabouts shields once we are off... so they cant nick it.. hehe

MO_Jamen says:
@::follows CTO

Host G_Rash says:
@::pushes Pang back into the crevice::  Stay here, you will be safe  ::returns to watch::

FCOMallor says:
%CMO: yes ma'am.... but I would prefer to come too.....

CMO-Starr says:
COM: CO: Co-ordinates received.  Beaming over now.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::waits ::

Host CO_Peters says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged

Host G_Rash says:
@::growls, gutterally::

XO_Pang says:
@::getting really angry ..... unwedges herself and follows G_Rash: G_Rash! STOP IT RIGHT NOW!  We are friends .....

CMO-Starr says:
%FCO: I know you would Mallory, but you are my backup ::goes over and stands on pad:  Beam me now.

Host G_Rash says:
@::grumbles a little more, and belches::

FCOMallor says:
%::energises::

Host G_Rash says:
@Pang: Behave
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CMO-Starr says:
::beams aboard vessel:: CO: Nice to meet you.  I am Comdr. Starr.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::notices the Lass appearing ::

XO_Pang says:
@*CTO/MO* Get out of the cave please .... it seems our friend thinks you are the enemy

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Starr: Welcome aboard the REdWitch out of Barnaby

Host G_Rash says:
ACTION:  Storm prevents transmission of message.

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Starr: I am Jones

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash: I have told my Away Team to leave .... and I would like to leave too .... so I will ....::starts to scramble down from the crevice towards the cave entrance - ignoring G_Rash::

MO_Jamen says:
@*XO *are you sure ma’am you would be on your own

CMO-Starr says:
$CO: Thank you Sir.  Would you mind if I checked your cargo hold?  There appears to be pirates raiding the planet below of the artefacts.

XO_Pang says:
@::thinking darned lizards::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Starr: Of course not . mind if I go with you ?

XO_Pang says:
@::clambering carefully down the rockface::

FCOMallor says:
%::watching scans intently::

FCOMallor says:
%::wishes Starr would report in::

CMO-Starr says:
%CO: Sir, thank you, I would appreciate that.  Do you have any knowledge of raiders in the area? ::follows along side of Jones::

EO_Bolith says:
::nervously monitors engineering systems waiting for a break in the storm::

Host G_Rash says:
@::stands in Pang's way::  It is not safe; you will stay!

MO_Jamen says:
@*XO* are you sure you want us to leave you would be all alone

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Starr: Nope, I don't know how that would rightly pay ...

Host G_Rash says:
@:;growls for emphasis::

CMO-Starr says:
COM: FCO: Mallory, I have arrived safely and the CO is showing me his cargo.  Stand by please.

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  Let me through ..... I cannot help you if you keep me here!

MO_Jamen says:
@*XO* do you want assistance?

FCOMallor says:
%Com CMO: aye ma'am

CTOCruzer says:
@::Heads over to were the noise is coming from::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%::leads her into a vast cargo hold filed with goods ::

CMO-Starr says:
%CO: Sir ::looking at his merchandise:: this appears to be from the planet below.

XO_Pang says:
@*MO* Stay at the cave entrance please ... I do not believe Mr. G_Rash will harm me

MO_Jamen says:
@::walk out of cave muttering

XO_Pang says:
@G_Rash:  This is foolhardy .... we are no danger to you

Host G_Rash says:
@::bellows out chest::  It is not safe.... I just want to protect you..........

CMO-Starr says:
%::;handling the artefact with great care::

Host CO_D_Jone says:
%Starr : that ? It has the marks of Tarek on it though ...::frowns ::

CMO-Starr says:
%CO: Tarek?  Who is he Sir?

OPS_Blace says:
CO: Sir, if we cannot find a solution, I believe that we could separate the ship and take the saucer section below the atmospheric storm, sweep by and beam the AT out. It would only take three and half minutes to do the entire thing.

Host G_Rash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host G_Rash says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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